STD Injection Molded Wheels
WORLD CHAMPION
Injection molded wheel
(coming soon)

Suggested for beginner skaters
Wheel Profile: Narrow
These wheels are manufactured through injection using thermoplastics.
Wheel Diameter: 57 mm
Wheel Hardness: 55 A

STD Polyurethane Wheels
LONG 57 MM
Professional wheel series in polyurethane

FALCON
Injection molded professional wheel series
(coming soon)

Chromed Silver Injection Molded Professional Wheel Series
Wheel Profile: Narrow
The Falcon professional wheel series is manufactured through injection using
the single product Hytrel-Dupont.
The wheels are available in a diameter of 57 mm and in three degrees of hardness.
40D soft- for slippery surfaces
50D medium- for slightly rough surfaces
60D hard- for rough surfaces
Wheel Diameter: 57 mm
Wheel Hardness: 40-50-60
Wheel Colors: light gray, ivory and cream

Professional wheel series in polyurethane

PLUS 57 MM

IMPACT
Injection molded profesional wheel series

KRYNN 61 MM

Chromed silver injection molded professional wheel series
Wheel Profile: Wide
The IMPACT professional wheel series is manufactured through injection
using the single product Hytrel-Dupont.
The wheels are available in a diameter of 57 mm and in five degrees of hardness.
40D soft- for slippery surfaces
45D medium soft- for slightly slippery surfaces
50D medium hard- for slightly rough surfaces
55D hard- for rough surfaces
63D very hard- for rough surfaces
Wheel Diameter: 57 mm
Wheel Hardness: 40-45-50-55-63
Wheel Colors: white, light gray, dark gray, green and cream

Professional wheel series in polyurethane

MEST 63 MM
Professional wheel series in polyurethane

ELECTA
Injection molded profesional wheel series

Gold-chromed injection molded professional wheel series
Wheel Profile: Narrow
The ELECTA professional wheel series is manufactured through injection
using the single product Hytrel-Dupont.
The wheels are available in two diameters (57 mm and 63 mm) and in five
degrees of hardness.
40D soft- for slippery surfaces
45D medium soft- for slightly slippery surfaces
50D medium hard- for slightly rough surfaces
55D hard- for rough surfaces
63D very hard- for very rough surfaces
Wheel Diameter: 57mm and 63 mm
Wheel Hardness: 40-45-50-55-63

KÂ 62 MM
Professional wheel series in polyurethane

ARTIUM
Rueda serie profesional a inyección

Ace blue chromed Injection Molded Professional Wheel Series
Wheel Profile: Narrow
The Falcon professional wheel series is manufactured through injection using
the single product Hytrel-Dupont.
The wheels are available in a diameter of 57 mm and in three degrees of hardness.
40D soft- for slippery surfaces
50D medium- for slightly rough surfaces
60D hard- for rough surfaces
Wheel Diameter: 57 mm
Wheel Hardness: 40-50-60
Wheel Colors: light gray, ivory and cream

TOE Stop STD

MAX 62 MM
Professional wheel series in polyurethane

Wheel Profile: Narrow
The wheel structure is comprised of a chromium plated 45 mm nucleus in
rigid unbreakable material with an interior partition. It is finished with a
polyurethane and polyester layer, attached with high quality adhesive glue.
The special finish of the outer most layer in this series, guarantees greater
maneuvering capacity and velocity.
Wheel Diameter: 57.5mm
Wheel Hardness: 92 A, Slippery surfaces. Color White.
94 A, Slightly rough surfaces. Color Blue.
96 A, Rough surfaces. Color Yellow.
Wheel Profile: Wide
The wheel structure is comprised of a chromium plated 45 mm nucleus in
rigid unbreakable material with an interior partition. It is finished with a
polyurethane and polyester layer, attached with high quality adhesive glue.
The special finish of the outer most layer in this series, guarantees greater
maneuvering capacity and velocity.
Wheel Diameter: 63mm
Wheel Hardness: 92 A, Slippery surfaces. Color White.
94 A, Slightly rough surfaces. Color Blue.
Wheel Profile: Narrow
The wheel structure is comprised of a chromium plated 45 mm nucleus in
rigid unbreakable material with an interior partition. It is finished with a
polyurethane and polyester layer, attached with high quality adhesive glue.
The special finish of the outer most layer in this series, guarantees greater
maneuvering capacity and velocity.
Wheel Diameter: 57.5mm
Wheel Hardness: 92 A, Slippery surfaces. Color White.
94 A, Slightly rough surfaces. Color Blue.
96 A, Rough surfaces. Color Yellow.
Wheel Profile: Wide
The wheel structure is comprised of a chromium plated 45 mm nucleus in
rigid unbreakable material with an interior partition. It is finished with a
polyurethane and polyester layer, attached with high quality adhesive glue.
The special finish of the outer most layer in this series, guarantees greater
maneuvering capacity and velocity.
Wheel Diameter: 63mm
Wheel Hardness: 92 A, Slippery surfaces. Color White.
94 A, Slightly rough surfaces. Color Blue.
Wheel Profile: Narrow
The wheel structure is comprised of a chromium plated 45 mm nucleus in
rigid unbreakable material with an interior partition. It is finished with a
polyurethane and polyester layer, attached with high quality adhesive glue.
The special finish of the outer most layer in this series, guarantees greater
maneuvering capacity and velocity.
Wheel Diameter: 62 mm
Wheel Hardness: 92 A, Slippery surfaces. Color white.
94 A, Slightly rough surfaces. Color blue.
88 A, Plastic surfaces. Color green.
70 A, Appropriate for street skating and 4x4. Transparent.
Wheel Profile: Wide
The wheel structure is comprised of a chromium plated 45 mm nucleus in
rigid unbreakable material with an interior partition. It is finished with a
polyurethane and polyester layer, attached with high quality adhesive glue.
The special finish of the outer most layer in this series, guarantees greater
maneuvering capacity and velocity.
Wheel Diameter: 62 mm
Wheel Hardness: 92 A, Appropriate for all surfaces. Color white translucent.

TOE Stop STD Natural Rubber
Color: crystal

Patín STD Elyo
Steering:
Suspension:
Plate:
Center Axle:
Truck:
Toe-Stop:
Sizes:

STD mechanism
Elastomer
Alloyed aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum with a steel axle and pivot. Adjustable pivot. Safety bolt. Adjustable to the millimeter with a
serrated and numbered nut.
An adjustable professional toe-stop in natural rubber.
From 10 to 18

STD Ion Skate
Steering:
Suspension:
Plate:
Center Axle:
Truck:
Toe-Stop:
Sizes:

STD mechanism
Elastomer
Alloyed aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum with a steel axle and pivot. Adjustable pivot. Safety bolt. Adjustable to the millimeter with a
serrated and numbered nut.
An adjustable professional toe-stop in natural rubber.
From 10 to 18

ION is a skate created for high level professional use that guarantees top performance thanks to its innovate and light weight structure.
Above all it delivers an optimal and immediate elastic-like response. It is light and fast.

ION is a skate created for high level professional use that guarantees top performance thanks to its innovate and light weight structure.
Above all it delivers an optimal and immediate elastic-like response. It is light and fast.

This skate was designed in collaboration with professional skating technicians and athletes.

This skate was designed in collaboration with professional skating technicians and athletes.

Each pair of skates comes with assembly bolts, locknuts, a normal set of wrenches and hockey or artistic skating toe-stops.

Each pair of skates comes with assembly bolts, locknuts, a normal set of wrenches and hockey or artistic skating toe-stops.

STD Ixsus Skate
Steering:
Suspension:
Plate:
Central axle:
Truck:
Toe-Stop:
Sizes:

STD mechanism
Elastomer
Light-weight Ergal alloyed aluminum. Right foot or left.
Titanium
Aluminum with axle, pivot and pivot nut in titanium. Ajustable pivot. Safety bolt. Adjustable to the millimeter
with a serrated and numbered nut.
Adjustable professional toe-stop in natural rubber.
From 12 to 18.

IXUS is a skate created for high level professional use that guarantees top performance thanks to its innovate and lightweight structure. Above
all it delivers an optimal and immediate elastic-like response. It is light and fast.
The Ergal alloyed aluminum plate is created from a single piece of metal and has a lesser dilation coefficient than other alloyed aluminum plates.
This skate was designed in collaboration with professional skating technicians and athletes.

STD Hornet Skate
Toe-Stop:
Plate:
Axles and Trucks:
Suspension:
Sizes:

Adjustable
Nylon and Carbon
Fiber, aluminum and steel
Made from transparent elastomer with serrated and numbered adjustment capacity. Safety bolt.
From 9 to 17.

STD Issy Skate
Steering:
Suspension:
Plate:
Central Axle:
Truck:

STD mechanism
Elastomer
Alloyed aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum with steel axle and pivot. Ajustable pivot. Safety bolt. Double adjustment to the millimeter with serrated
and numbered nut.
From 11 to 17.

Each pair of skates comes with assembly bolts, lock-nuts, a normal set of wrenches and hockey or artistic skating toe-stops.

Sizes:

STD HORNET SKATE IS THE ONLY CARBON SKATE WTIHOUT TORSION AND WITH INCLINED ALUMINIUM AXLES

ISSY is a skate created for high level professional use that guarantees top performance thanks to its innovate and light weight structure. Above
all it delivers an optimal and immediate elastic-like response due to its double adjustment capacity, allowing adjustments to be made to the
millimeter. It is light and fast.
This skate was designed in collaboration with professional skating technicians and athletes.

The skates come in an individual box that includes spare suspension rubbers, assembly bolts, lock-nuts, dust-caps, spacers, a professional set of
wrenches and hockey or artistic skating toe-stops.

STD Zen Skate
Steering:
Suspension:
Plate:
Central Axle:
Truck:
Toe-Stop:
Sizes:

STD mechanism
Elastomer
Lightweight aeronautic alloyed aluminum. Right foot and left.
Aluminum
Aluminum with steel axle and pivot. Adjustable pivot. Safety bolt. Adjustable to the millimeter with a
serrated and numbered nut.
Professional toe-stop in natural rubber.
From 12 to 18.

ION is a skate created for high level professional use that guarantees top performance thanks to its innovate and light weight structure.
Above all it delivers an optimal and immediate elastic-like response. It is light and fast.
The aeronautic alloyed aluminum plate is elaborated from a single piece of metal.

Each pair of skates comes with assembly bolts, safety bolts and a normal set of wrenches.

This skate was designed in collaboration with professional skating technicians and athletes.
Each pair of skates comes in a box with spare suspension rubbers, assembly bolts, lock-nuts, dust-caps, spacers, a set of professional
wrenches and hockey or artistic skating toe-stops.

